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. [6]. [7] , support variety Carlson [4]
rank variety restricted Lie algebra . [5], [9]
, Hochschild cohomology support variety
. [2] , Carlson [4] rank variety
.
$k$
$p$ . $E=\langle g_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$g_{m}\rangle$ $p^{m}$ $p$- ,
$x_{i}=g_{i}-1\in kE$ . $\alpha=(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{m})(\neq 0)\in k^{m}$ , $u_{\alpha}= \sum_{i=1}^{m}\alpha_{i}x_{i}\in$
$kE$ . $u_{\alpha}^{p}=0$ , $u_{\alpha}$ subalgebra $k[u_{\alpha}]$ $k[x]/(x^{p})$
.
$kE$- $M$ ,
$V^{r}(M)=$ { $\alpha(\neq 0)\in k^{m}|M$ $k[u_{\alpha}]$ - } $\cup$ {0}
. $k[u_{\alpha}]$ - , $u_{\alpha}$ $M$
( rank variety ), $V^{r}(M)$
.
rank variety cohomology , coho-
mology support variety $\langle$ . [2] rank variety
3 .
(1) $M$ .
(2) . , $M$ , $V^{r}(M)=\{0\}$
(Dade ).
(3) . 2 rank
variety 2 rank variety .
[2] (1) (2) rank variety
, (3) $kE$ Hopf algebra , (3)
1679 2010 34-43 34
. , ( ) Hopf algebra
, ([3] )
.
2 3 graded Hopf algebra 1 , 4
[2] quantum complete intersection algebra (
) graded Hopf algebra . 5 rank variety
.
2 Graded Hopf algebras
[3] twisted tensor product A-graded k-Hopf algebra
, [1], [8] .
$k$ , $A$ . A-graded k-space A-gr.k-Mod .
$\otimes$ $k$ . $M,$ $N\in A- gr$ .k-Mod
degree $0$ , degree
$Hom_{k}(M, N)_{0}=\{f\in Hom_{k}(M, N)|f(\lrcorner\backslash I_{a})\subset N_{a}, \forall a\in A\}$
. $A,$ $B$ $M\in$ A-gr k-Mod, $N\in$ B-gr.k-Mod $M\otimes N=$
$\oplus_{(a,b)\in A\hat{\epsilon}B}(M\otimes N)_{(a,b)},$ $(M\otimes N)_{(a_{i}b)}=M_{a}\otimes N_{b}$ , $M\otimes N\in(A\oplus B)- gr$.k-Mod
. $M,$ $N\in$ A-gr k-Mod $(M\otimes N)_{a}=\oplus_{b+\text{ }=a}M_{b}\otimes N_{c}$
$M\otimes N\in$ A-gr.k-Mod . degree $0$ $k$ $0$ A-graded
k-space $k$ .










$(\Lambda, \mu., \eta)$ A-graded k-algebra . $(\Lambda, \mu_{\Lambda}, \eta_{\Lambda})$ $(\Gamma, \mu_{\Gamma}.\eta_{\Gamma})$
A-graded k-algebra . degree $0$ $k$ $f$ :A $arrow\Gamma$ A-graded
k-algebra
$\Lambda\otimes\Lambdaarrow^{\mu_{\Lambda}}\Lambda$ $karrow^{?1\Lambda}\Lambda$
$f\otimes f\downarrow$ $\downarrow f$ $\Vert$ $\downarrow f$
$\Gamma\otimes\Gammaarrow^{\mu_{\Gamma}}\Gamma$ $karrow^{\eta r}\Gamma$
.
lgraded Hopf algebra .
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Definition 2.2. $\Lambda\in\Lambda- gr.k- A\backslash$ Iod, degree $0$ - $\triangle$ : $\Lambdaarrow\Lambda$ $|$ $\Lambda$ . $\in$ :
$\Lambdaarrow$




$A\otimes\Lambdaarrow^{1\epsilon\circ\triangle}\Lambda\Theta\Lambda\otimes\Lambda$ $A$ $-A-$ $A$
$(\Lambda.\triangle.\in)$ A-graded k-coalgebra .
$(\Lambda, \triangle\wedge, \epsilon_{\iota}),$ $(\Gamma, \triangle_{\Gamma\cdot\in r})$ A-graded k-coalgebra . degree $0$ $k$
$f$ : $\Lambdaarrow\Gamma$ A-graded k-coalgebra
$\Lambdaarrow^{\triangle_{\Lambda}}\Lambda\otimes\Lambda$ $Aarrow^{\epsilon_{\Lambda}}k$
$f\downarrow$ $\downarrow f\otimes f$ $f\downarrow$ $\Vert$
$\Gammaarrow^{\triangle_{\Gamma}}\Gamma\otimes\Gamma$ $\Gammaarrow^{\epsilon_{\Gamma}}k$
.
$A,$ $B$ $t$ : $A\otimes_{Z}Barrow k^{\cross}$ . $t(a\Theta b)$ $t^{\langle a|b\rangle}$





Proposition 2.3. (1) $([3])\Lambda$ A-graded k-algebra, $\Gamma$ B-graded k-algebra
. $(A-arrow B)$ -graded k-space $\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Gamma=\Lambda\otimes\Gamma$ ,
$\mu_{\Lambda\Theta^{f}\Gamma}=(\mu_{\Lambda}\propto)\mu_{\Gamma})(1\infty\tau(t)\otimes 1):(\Lambda\otimes\Gamma)\infty(\Lambda\otimes\Gamma)arrow\Lambda\infty\Gamma$
$\gamma/=r\infty\eta_{\Gamma}:karrow\Lambda\otimes\Gamma$
$(\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Gamma.\mu\Lambda\otimes^{f}r, \eta_{\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Gamma})$ $(A\oplus B)$ -graded k-algebra .
(2) $\Lambda$ A-graded k-coalgebra, $\Gamma$ B-graded k-coalgebra . $(A\oplus B)$ -graded
k-space $\Lambda\otimes^{\ell}\Gamma=\Lambda\otimes\Gamma$ ,
$\triangle_{\Lambda\otimes^{f}\Gamma}=(18\tau(t)^{-1}\otimes 1)(\triangle_{\Lambda}\otimes\triangle_{\Gamma}):\Lambda\otimes\Gammaarrow(\Lambda\otimes\Gamma)\otimes(\Lambda\otimes\Gamma)$
$\epsilon_{\Lambda Z^{1}\Gamma}=\in,\iota$ \copyright $\in r$ $:\Lambda\otimes\Gammaarrow k$
$(\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Gamma, \triangle_{\Lambda r_{\grave{\nu}^{f}}I}\neg\in\Lambda^{\beta}9^{t}I\urcorner)$ $(A\oplus B)$ -graded k-coalgebra .
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Remark 2.4. , $A=B,$ $t$ : $A\otimes z^{A:}arrow k^{\cross}$ , $\Lambda,$ $\Gamma$ A-graded
k-algebra $\Lambda\otimes^{t}I^{\urcorner}$ $(\Lambda 8^{t}\Gamma)_{a}=\oplus_{b+c=a}(\Lambda_{b}8\Gamma_{c})$ A-graded k-algebra
, , $\Lambda,$ $\Gamma$ A-graded k-coalgebra $\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Gamma$ A-graded k-
coalgebra .
Definition 2.5. A $\in A- gr.k$ -Mod, $t$ : $A\otimes z^{A}arrow k^{\cross}$ . $\mu$ :A@A $arrow$
$\Lambda,$
$7l$ : $karrow\Lambda,$ $\triangle$ : $\Lambdaarrow\Lambda\otimes\Lambda,\hat{\prime}$ : $\Lambdaarrow k$ ,
$(\Lambda, \mu, \eta. \triangle, \in, t)$ A-graded k-bialgebra .
(1) $(\Lambda, \mu, \eta)$ A-graded k-algebra.
(2) $(\Lambda, \triangle, \in)$ A-graded k-coalgebra.
(3) $\eta$ : $karrow\Lambda$ A-graded k-coalgebra .
(4) $\in$ :A $arrow k$ A-graded k-algebra .






$A$ 8 $\Lambda\otimes\Lambda\otimes\Lambdaarrow^{1\otimes\tau(t)\otimes 1}\Lambda\otimes\Lambda\otimes\Lambda\otimes\Lambdaarrow^{\mu\otimes\mu}\Lambda\otimes\Lambda$
. $t’$ : $A\otimes_{Z}Aarrow k^{\cross},$ $(t’)^{\langle a|b\rangle}=(t^{\langle a|b\rangle})^{-1}$ , $\tau(t’)=$







(5’) $\mu$ : $\Lambda\otimes^{t’}\Lambdaarrow\Lambda$ A-graded k-coalgebra
.
Definition 2.7. $A,$ $B$ , $t_{1}$ : $A\otimes z^{A}arrow k^{\cross},$ $t_{2}$ : $B\otimes z^{B}arrow k^{\cross}$ ,
to: $A8zBarrow k^{\cross}$ . $t=t(t_{1},$ $t_{2}$ , to $)$ : $(A\oplus B)\otimes z(A\oplus B)arrow k^{\cross}$
$t=t_{1}^{\langle a_{1}|a\rangle}t_{2}^{\langle b_{1}|b_{2})}t_{0}^{\langle a_{1}|b_{2}\rangle}(t_{0}^{\langle a_{2}|b_{1}\rangle})^{-1}$
.
Theorem 2.8. $(\Lambda, \mu_{1}, \eta_{1}, \triangle_{1,\in 1}, t_{1})$ A-graded k-bialgebra, $(\Gamma, \mu_{2^{\gamma}l2,2}\triangle, \epsilon_{2}, t_{2})$
B-graded k-bialgebra, to : $A8zBarrow k^{\cross}$ , $t=t(t_{1},$ $t_{2}$ , to $)$
. $R=\Lambda\otimes^{\ell_{0}}\Gamma$ , $(R, \mu_{R}, \eta_{R}, \triangle_{R,\in R}, t)$ $A(D$ B-graded k-bialgebra
.
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Definition 2.9. $(\Lambda, \mu)\uparrow/,$ $\triangle,$ $\tau$ . $t)$ A-graded k-bialgebra, $S\in Hom_{k}(\Lambda, \Lambda)_{0}$
.
$\mu(S81)\triangle=\mu(1\otimes S)\triangle=77\overline{\circ}$
$S$ A antipode . antipodeS , $(\Lambda,)\triangle,$ $’\wedge t$ . $S)$
A-graded k-Hopf algebra .
Proposition 2.10. $()^{\vee}$ A-graded k-bialgebra, $(\Gamma, \mu_{2}.\eta_{2}, \triangle_{2\cdot\in 2}, t_{2})$
B-graded k-bialgebra, $t_{0}$ : $A\otimes z^{B}arrow k^{\cross},$ $t=t(t_{1}, t_{2}, t_{0}),$ $R=\Lambda 8^{\ell_{0}}\Gamma$ .
$S_{1},$ $S_{2}$ $\Lambda,$ $\Gamma$ antipode , $S_{1}\otimes S_{2}$ $R$ antipode .
$(\Lambda, \triangle, \sigma)$ A-graded k-coalgebra. $(\Gamma, \mu, \eta)$ A-graded k-coalgebra .
$f.g\in Hom_{k}(.-\backslash , \Gamma)_{0}$ , $f*g=\mu(f\otimes g)\triangle\in Hom_{k}(\Lambda, \Gamma)_{0}$ .
Lemma 2.11. (1) $f,$ $g,$ $h\in Hom_{k}(\Lambda, \Gamma)_{0}$ , $(f*g)*h=f*(g*h)$ .
(2) $f\in Hom_{k}(\Lambda, \Gamma)_{0}$ , $f*\eta_{\hat{c}}=\eta\in*f=f$ .
Proposition 2.12. $(\Lambda, \mu, \eta)$ A. $\in,$ $t)$ A-graded k-bialgebra, $S$ $\Lambda$ antipode
. $\lambda_{1},$ $\lambda_{2}\in\Lambda$ ,
$S(\lambda_{1}\lambda_{2})=t^{\langle\deg\lambda_{2}|\deg\lambda_{1}\rangle}S(\lambda_{2})S(\lambda_{1})$ .
Definition 2.13. (1) $(\Lambda, A. E)$ $Z^{m}$ -graded k-coalgebra .
(i) $\Lambda_{a}\neq 0,$ $a=(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m})\in Z^{m}$ $a_{i}\geq 0(\forall i)$
(ii)Ao $=k,$ $\in$ :Ao $arrow k$
A .
(2) $(\Gamma, \mu, \eta)$ $Z^{m}$ -graded k-algebra .
(i) $\Gamma_{a}\neq 0,$ $a=(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m})\in Z^{m}$ $a_{i}\geq 0(\forall i)$
(ii) $\Gamma_{0}=k,$ $\eta$ : $karrow\Gamma_{0}$
$\Gamma$ .
$(\Lambda, \triangle, \in)$ $Z^{m}$-graded k-coalgebra, $(\Gamma, \mu, \eta)$ $Z^{m}$-graded k-algebra
.
$G(\Lambda, \Gamma)=\{f\in Hom_{k}(\Lambda,$ $\Gamma)_{0}|f_{0}$ :Ao $arrow$ Fo $\}$
. $f,$ $g\in G(\lrcorner t, \Gamma)$ , $f*g\in G(\Lambda.\Gamma)$ . $*$ , $\eta_{\hat{C}}$
$G(\Lambda, \Gamma)$ . .
Proposition 2.14 ([8]). $*$ $G(\Lambda, \Gamma)$ .
antipode $*$ , .
Corollary 2.15. $\Lambda$ $Z^{m}$ -graded k-bialgebra antipode $S$ : $\Lambdaarrow\Lambda$
. $\Lambda$ $Z^{m}$ -graded k-Hopf algebra .
$f:Aarrow B$ . A $\in$ A-gr k-Mod $\Lambda_{b}=$
$\oplus_{f(a)=b}\Lambda_{a}$ $\Lambda\in B- gr$ .k-Mod .
Proposition 2.16. $t$ : $A\otimes z^{A}arrow k^{\cross},\overline{t}$ : $B\otimes z^{B}arrow k^{\cross},$ $t=\overline{t}(f\otimes f)$ . $\Lambda$
$t$ A-graded k-bialgebra $\Lambda$ $\overline{t}$ B-graded k-bialgebra
.
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3 Modules and dual spaces
$k$ . A-graded k-space
A-gr.k-mod, A-graded k-algebra $\Lambda$ , A-graded A-module
A-gr.A-mod . $\Lambda$ A-graded k-algcbra, $\Gamma$’ B-graded k-algebra,
$M\in A- gr.\Lambda- r11od_{\dot{1}}N\in B- gr.\Gamma$-inod . $t$ : $A\otimes z^{B}arrow k^{\cross}$ , k-space
$M\otimes^{t}N=M\otimes N$ , $\lambda\in\Lambda,$ $\gamma\in\Gamma_{t}v\in M,$ $w\in N$ ,
$(\lambda\otimes\gamma)(v\otimes w)=t^{\langle\deg v|\deg\gamma\rangle}\lambda v\otimes\gamma w$
, $M8^{t}N$ $(A\oplus B)$-graded $\Lambda\otimes^{t}$ F-module ([3]).
$(\Lambda, \mu, \eta, \triangle.\in, t)$ A-graded k-bialgebra, $M,$ $N\in A- gr.\Lambda$-mod . $\triangle$ : $\Lambdaarrow$
$\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Lambda$ A-graded k-algebra , $M8^{t}N\in A- gr.\Lambda- mod$ .
$M\in A- gr$ .k-mod, $N\in B- gr$ .k-mod ,
$Hom_{k}(M, N)_{(a,b)}=Hom_{k}(M_{-a}, N_{b})$
$Hom_{k}(M, N)=\oplus_{(a,b)}{}_{\in A\oplus B}Hom_{k}(M, N)_{(a,b)}$
$Hom_{k}(M, N)\in(A(\rceil)B)- gr$ .k-mod .
, $M^{*}=Hom_{k}(M, k)=\oplus_{a\in A}(M^{*})_{a},$ $(M^{*})_{a}=Hom_{k}(M_{-a}, k)$ ,
$M^{*}\in A- gr$ .k-mod .
Definition 3.1. $(\Lambda, \mu_{7\prime,\iota}\triangle, \in. t,b^{\gamma}),$ $t$ : $A$ Xz $Aarrow k^{\cross}$ A-graded k-Hopf algebra,
$M\in A- gr$ .A-mod . $\lambda\in\Lambda,$ $f\in M^{*},$ $v\in M$ ,
$(\lambda f)(v)=t^{\langle\deg f|\deg\lambda)}f(S(\lambda)v)$
. $M^{*}\in A- gr$ .A-mod .
Proposition 3.2. $(\Lambda, \mu.\eta, \triangle, \in, t\wedge, S_{\Lambda}),$ $t\wedge$ : $A\otimes z^{A}arrow k^{\cross}$ A-graded k-Hopf
algebra, $\Gamma$ B-graded k-algebra, to : $A8z^{B}arrow k^{\cross}$ . $M\in A- gr.\Lambda$ -mod,
$N\in B- gr.\Gamma$ -mod .
$M^{*}\otimes N\cong Hom_{k}(M, N)$
, $Hom_{k}(M, N)$ $\Lambda\otimes^{t_{0}}F$- $\lambda\in\Lambda,$ $\gamma\in\Gamma$ ,
$\alpha\in Hom_{k}(M, N)_{(a,b)},$ $v\in M$ ,
$((\lambda\otimes\gamma)\alpha)(v)=t_{0}^{\{a|\deg\rangle}\gamma t_{\Lambda}^{\langle a|\deg\lambda\rangle}\gamma(\alpha(S_{\Lambda}(\lambda)v))$
.
Corollary 3.3. , $\Lambda=\Gamma,$ $t_{\Lambda}=t_{0}=t$ , $Hom_{k}(M, N)$ $\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Lambda$





$n_{1}\ldots.,$ $n_{m}\geq 2$ $1\leq i<j\leq m$ $q_{i\gamma}\in k^{\cross}$ .
$\Lambda=k\langle x_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$x_{m}\}/$ ( $X_{i}^{n}{}^{t}X_{j}X_{i}$ –qijxixj $(i<j)$ )
. $\Lambda$ selfinjective k-algebra $\dim_{k}\Lambda=\prod a_{i}$ . $e_{i}\in Z^{m}$ $i$
1 $0$ . $\deg x_{i}=e_{i}$ A
$Z^{m}$-graded k-algebra . $7l$ : $karrow\Lambda_{0}=k$ . A
k-algebra twisted tensor product ([3]) ,
bialgebra twisted tensor product .
$k$ $p>0$ $n_{i}$ $p’$-part $n_{i}’,$ $k$ $0$ $n_{i}’=n_{i}$
, $k$ 1 $n_{i}’$ $\zeta_{i}$ .
Definition 4.1. $t$ : $Z^{m}\otimes z^{Z^{m}}arrow k^{\cross}$
$t^{\langle e_{i}|e_{j}\rangle}=\{\begin{array}{ll}q_{ij} (i<j)\zeta_{i} (i=j)q_{ij}^{-1} (i>j)\end{array}$
$a=(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m}),$ $b=(b_{1}, \ldots, b_{m})\in Z^{m}$ $|$ ,
$t^{\langle a|b\rangle}= \prod_{i=1}^{m}\zeta_{i}^{a_{i}b_{1}}\prod_{1\leq i<j\leq m}q_{ij}^{a_{l}b_{J}-a_{J}b_{1}}$
.
Theorem 4.2. $t$ $\Lambda$ $Z^{m}$ -graded k-bialgebra $(\Lambda, \mu, \eta, \triangle, \in, t)$
. $\mu.\eta$ A algebra , $\epsilon j$ :A $arrow\Lambda/(x_{i})\cong k$
, $\triangle$ : $\Lambdaarrow\Lambda\otimes\Lambda$ $\triangle(x_{i})=x_{i}81+1\otimes x_{i}$ .
Proof. $m$ . $m=1$ . $\Lambda=k[x_{1}]/(x_{1}^{n_{1}})$ . $t$ :
$Z8_{Z}Z=Zarrow k^{\cross},$ $t^{\langle a|b)}=\zeta_{1}^{ab}$ , $\Lambda\otimes^{\ell}$ A
$(1\otimes x_{1})(x_{1}\otimes 1)=\zeta_{1}(x_{1}\otimes x_{1})=\zeta_{1}(x_{1}\otimes 1)(1\otimes x_{1})$
. ,
$(x_{1}81+1\otimes x_{1})^{n_{1}}=0$
$\triangle:\Lambdaarrow\Lambda\otimes^{t}\Lambda,$ $\triangle(x_{1})=x_{1}\infty 1+1\otimes x_{1}$
k-algebra . $\Lambda$ Z-graded k-bialgebra .
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$m>1$ . $\Lambda_{1}$ $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{m-1}$ subalgebra, $\Lambda_{2}$ $x_{m}$
subalgebra . $\Lambda_{1}$ $t_{1}:Z^{m-1}\otimes_{Z}Z^{m-1}arrow k^{\cross}$ $Z^{m-1_{-}}$
graded k-bialgebra , $\Lambda_{2}$ $t_{2}:Z\otimes_{Z}Zarrow k^{\cross}$ Z-graded k-bialgebra
. to : $Z^{m-1}\otimes z^{Z}arrow k^{\cross}$
$t_{0}^{\langle a|b\rangle}= \prod_{i=1}^{m-1}q_{im}^{a_{i}b}$
$Z^{m}$-graded algebra $\Lambda_{1}\otimes^{t_{0}}\Lambda_{2}\cong$ A ([3]). , $t=$
$t(t_{1}, t_{2}, t_{0})$
$\prod$ $\zeta_{i}^{a_{i}b_{i}}$ $\prod$ $q_{ij}^{a_{i}b_{j}-a_{j}b_{i}}$ . $\zeta_{m}^{a_{m}b_{m}}$
$t^{\langle a|b\rangle}$
$==$ $t_{1}^{\langle()|(b_{1},\ldots,b_{m-1})\rangle}a_{1,\ldots,a_{m-1}}t_{2}^{\langle a_{m}|b_{m}\rangle}t_{0}^{\langle(a_{1}.)|b_{m})}(t_{0}^{\langle(b_{1},\ldots,b_{m-1})|a_{m})})^{-1} \prod^{’\ldots,a_{m-1}}q_{im}^{a_{i}b_{m}-a_{m}b_{i}}$
$1<i<m-1$ $1\leq i<j\leq m-1$ $1\leq i\leq m-1$
$=$ $- \prod^{-}$ $\zeta_{i}^{a_{i}b_{i}}$ $\prod$ $q_{ij}^{a_{i}b_{j}-a_{j}b_{i}}$
$1\leq i\leq m$ $1\leq i<j\leq m$
Definition 4.1 . Theorem 2.8 $\Lambda$ $t$ $Z^{m}$-graded
k-bialgebra . $\square$
Remark 4.3. $a=(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m})\in Z^{m}$ $\Vert a\Vert=\sum a_{i}$ . $f$ : $Z^{m}arrow Z$ ,
$f(a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m})=\Vert a\Vert$ . $\epsilon=1$ $-1$ , $q_{ij}=(i=\epsilon(\forall i<j, \forall l)$
. $\epsilon^{2}=1$ , $t^{\langle a|b\rangle}=\epsilon^{||a||||b||}$ . $\overline{t}:Z\otimes z^{Z=Z}arrow k^{\cross}$
$\tilde{t}(c)=\epsilon^{c}$ , $\tilde{t}(f\otimes f)(a\otimes b)=\tilde{t}(\Vert a\Vert\Vert b\Vert)=\epsilon^{||a||\Vert b||}=t^{\langle a|b\rangle}$ ,
Proposition 2.16 $\Lambda$ $\overline{t}$ Z-graded k-bialgebra $\deg x_{i}=1$
.
5 Rank varieties
$n$ . $k$ $p>0$ $n$ $p’$-part $n’$ , $k$ $0$





. Z-bilinear form $\{$ , $\}$ : $Z^{m}\cross Z^{m}arrow Z$
$\{e_{i}, e_{j}\}=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 (i\leq j)-1 (i>j)\end{array}$
, $t$ : $Z^{m}\otimes z^{Z^{m}}arrow k^{\cross}$ $t^{\langle a|b)}=\zeta^{\langle a,b\rangle}$ . $\deg x_{i}=e_{i}$ $\Lambda_{m}^{n}$
$t$ , $Z^{m}$-graded k-bialgebra .
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Definition 5.1. $\alpha=(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{n\tau})\in k^{m}$ . $\mathfrak{a}\neq 0$ , $u_{\alpha}= \sum_{i=1}^{7n}\alpha_{i}x_{i}\in\Lambda_{rr\iota}^{l1}$
.
Remark 5.2 ([2]). $u_{\alpha}^{n}=0$ $u_{\alpha}$ subalgebra $k[u_{lX}]$ $A_{1}^{n}=k[x]/(x^{7l})$
.
Definition 5.3 ([2]). $M\in\Lambda_{m}^{n}- mod$ 2
$V^{r}(M)=$ { $\alpha(\neq 0)\in k^{m}|M$ $k[u_{\alpha}]$ - } $\cup$ {0}
. $k^{n\iota}$ affine subvariety $M$ rank variety .
Proposition 5.4 ([2]). $M$ $V^{r}(M)=\{0\}$
.
, graded $\Lambda$-module rank variety .
Definition 5.5. $a=$ $(a_{1}, \ldots , a_{m})\in Z^{m}$ $\phi$ : $k^{m}arrow k^{m}$
$\phi_{a}(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{i}, \ldots, \alpha_{m})=((\alpha_{1}\ldots..\zeta\alpha_{i},$
$\ldots,$
$(\alpha_{m})$
. . $\Vert a\Vert=\sum a_{i}=\langle a,$ $e_{1}\}$ $C\subseteq Z^{m}$ ,
$V_{C}=\{\alpha\in k^{m}|\phi$ $(C1)=\zeta^{||a||}\alpha, \forall a\in C\}$
. $M\in Z^{m}- gr.\Lambda_{m}^{n}$ -mod ,
$s(M)=\{a\in Z^{m}|M$ $\neq 0\}$
.
Theorem 5.6. $M,$ $N\in Z^{m}- gr.\Lambda_{m}^{n}- mod$ ,
$V_{s(\Lambda I)} \cap V^{r}(M)\cap V^{r}(N)\subseteq V^{r}(M\otimes^{\ell}N)\subseteq(\bigcup_{a\in s(M)}\phi_{a}^{-1}(V^{r}(M)))\cap V^{r}(N)$ .
Proposition 5.4 .
Corollary 5.7. $a\in s(M)$ , $\phi_{a}^{-1}(V^{r}(M)))\cap V^{r}(N)=\{0\}$
$M\otimes^{\ell}N$ projective .
Remark 5.8. $n’=1,2$ $\zeta^{2}=1$ , $a\in Z^{m}$ , $\phi_{a}(\alpha)=$




$r\iota’=1,2$ Remark 4.3 , $\Lambda_{m}^{n}$ $\deg x_{i}=1$ $\overline{t}$
Z-graded k-bialgebra Z-graded module
.
Theorem 5.9. $n’\leq 2$ , $M,$ $N\in Z- gr.\Lambda_{m}^{n}- mod$ 2
$V^{r}(M\otimes^{\overline{t}}N)=V^{r}(M)\cap V^{r}(N)$ .
Remark 5.10. Theorem 5.6 2
. , $\Lambda_{m}^{n}$ Corollary2.15 $Z^{m}$ -graded Hopf k-algebra
, section 3 $M^{*},$ $Hom_{k}(M, N)$ rank variety
.
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